Holiday Homes at Lake Orta

Directions to Milan Lampugnano Park-and-Ride

Directions for going into Milan via Lampugnano Park-and-Ride
To avoid driving in the city, and to avoid having to pay the congestion charge
now operating in the central zone (“Area C di Milano”), we recommend that
you use the “Park and Ride” facilities at Lampugnano Metro station.
Get on to the A8 Motorway towards Milan, either:
• by getting on the A26 (which leads to the A8) at Borgomanero (drive
south on the SR229 past Gozzano and Borgomanero), or
• by getting on the A26 at the Arona entrance on the SR142 road.
Keep going on the A8 towards Milan, going through two toll barriers and
ignoring all the various turnings. If you go during the morning rush hour (best
not to) remain alert at all times as the busy commuter traffic can sometimes
stop suddenly.
After the second toll barrier, where the motorway becomes 4 lanes, stay on
the right hand side and continue into the centre of Milan. The next few exits
are close together…
Take the first exit after “Viale Certosa”.
Your exit is marked “fieramilanocity”, but this exit immediately splits, at
which point you bear left following the “Lampugnano” and blue “P” (parking)
signs.
After 200 metres bear off right into Lampugnano parking.
You pay for the parking when you later come to collect your car, at the
automated cash machine marked ‘Cassa’.
Once parked, follow the red “M” signs towards the Metro. You can buy Metro
tickets from the newsagent (around €1 for over an hour on any number of
trains as long as you don’t exit from the Metro). Enter these in the
electronic barriers, which automatically date stamps them.
You are just a few stops from the centre of Milan …
Happy sightseeing / shopping / people watching…..!
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